Course Syllabus for Diploma programme in leather goods
Duration: 52 weeks

- Orientation & Introduction – 1 Week
- Pre-training (cutting & clicking) – 4 weeks
  Knife preparation; measurements; operation of different machines; hand & machine cutting; synthetic component & leather cutting; about leathers
- Pre-training (Assembly & Stitching) - 8 weeks
  Introduction to sewing machine; pre-operative sewing exercises; assembling techniques; finishing operations such as inking, creasing, fusing, binding, glueing etc
- Pattern designing (manual) – 4 weeks
  Introduction to shapes; simple & perspective drawing; construction of components- cut edge– fold edge– butt edge– turned over edge; cutting of chart paper for different measurements & shapes
- Product making – 28 weeks
  Designing, pattern making; cutting of leather & lining, assembling & stitching; finishing; costing
  
  **Product range**
  Card case, key case, wallet, belt, ladies hand bags, gent’s bag, college bag, school bag, document case etc.
- Computer Aided Pattern designing – 2 weeks
- Project work – 2 weeks
- Industrial visit – 2 weeks
- Terminal Evaluation – 1 week